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Many cellular processes require large forces that are
generated collectively by multiple cytoskeletal motor
proteins. Understanding how motors generate force
as a team is therefore fundamentally important but
is poorly understood. Here, we demonstrate optical
trapping at single-molecule resolution inside cells
to quantify force generation by motor teams driving
single phagosomes. In remarkable paradox, strong
kinesins fail to work collectively, whereas weak and
detachment-prone dyneins team up to generate
large forces that tune linearly in strength and persis-
tence with dynein number. Based on experimental
evidence, we propose that leading dyneins in a
load-carrying team take short steps, whereas trailing
dyneins take larger steps. Dyneins in such a team
bunch close together and therefore share load better
to overcome low/intermediate loads. Up against
higher load, dyneins ‘‘catch bond’’ tenaciously to
the microtubule, but kinesins detach rapidly. Dynein
therefore appears uniquely adapted to work in large
teams, which may explain how this motor executes
bewilderingly diverse cellular processes.
INTRODUCTION
Cytoskeletal motors of myosin, kinesin, and dynein families are
the unit generators of force for many cellular processes (Vale,
2003). Such processes often require large forces (Dufreˆne
et al., 2011) and must be driven collectively by multiple motors
because a single motor exerts only a small (<10 pN) force
(Vale, 2003). Collective force generation bymotor teams is there-
fore of fundamental biological importance. While there has been
tremendous advance in dissecting structure and function of
single motors, it remains a challenge to understand how team-
work emerges in cells from the known single-molecule proper-
ties of motors (Gross et al., 2007).
In vitro assays with artificial assemblies suggest that multiple
kinesins are unable to generate force collectively (Jamison172 Cell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.et al., 2010). On the other hand, dynein functions in many cellular
processes that may require large forces, e.g., long-distance
retrograde transport, cell migration, cytoskeletal reorganization,
chromosome separation, nuclear migration, etc. (Dujardin and
Vallee, 2002; Kardon and Vale, 2009). This suggests that dynein
works better in a team than kinesin can. In support of this,
multiple dyneins compete effectively in mechanical tug-of-war
against a stronger kinesin on endosomes (Soppina et al.,
2009b). Intriguingly, dynein’s architecture and single-molecule
function is more complex and fundamentally different from
kinesin and myosin. For example, dynein binds up to four ATP
molecules in each head and appears not to walk in a hand-
over-hand manner (DeWitt et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2012). The
significance of this structural complexity for dynein’s vastly
diverse cellular functions is unknown (Mallik and Gross, 2004;
Vale, 2003; Vallee et al., 2012). With these observations in
mind, we asked a focused question: do the complexities of
dynein adapt this motor to work better in a team, and, if so,
what are these adaptations at a molecular level?
To answer this in a physiologically relevant context, the force
generated by motor teams must be measured inside living cells
at single-motor resolution. This is a formidable experimental
challenge (Dufreˆne et al., 2011; Gross, 2003), with few reports
of such measurements existing. The technical difficulties are
underlined by differences between the forces of motors ascer-
tained from different in vivo force measurements (Shubeita
et al., 2008; Sims and Xie, 2009; Welte et al., 1998). Conse-
quently, force measurements on cytoskeletal motors are largely
limited to in vitro work in artificial environment using purified
motors coated onto beads (Rice et al., 2003; Svoboda and
Block, 1994). The unknown complexities of intracellular motor
function cannot be replicated, and therefore cannot be under-
stood in these experiments.
Here, we present a model system that offers a unique set of
advantages for optical trap-based force measurements inside
living cells. We directly measure at single-molecule resolution
the numbers, forces, and collective force generation of endoge-
nous dynein and kinesin motors transporting single phagosomes
inside cells. We make the counterintuitive observation that
dyneins, which are weak and erratic at single-motor level, can
collectively generate large persistent forces. We reproduce
these observations in controlled in vitro assays, permitting us
Figure 1. Microtubule-Dependent Trans-
port of LBPs in J774.2 Cells
(A) DIC image of elongated adherent cells on a
coverslip (outline of one cell marked in black;
nucleus with dashed line). Microtubules are
oriented with plus ends at the periphery of elon-
gated regions (marked ‘‘+’’). LBPs (refractile
spheres) are dispersed inside the cell. One minus-
moving LBP (circled with black line) is shown to
pass through theoptical trap (schematicgray spot).
(B) X-Y trajectories obtained from video tracking
of plus-moving LBPs.
(C) X-Y trajectories obtained from video tracking
of minus-moving LBPs. The linear motion is
representative of linear microtubule arrangement.
Lower inset (Correct) magnifies motion and stalls
of an LBP that was selected for further analysis.
Direction of motion before, during and after trap-
ping is exactly same. This shows that the trap
(shown as gray circle) was centered precisely on
the LBP and the MT (gray line). This is required for
correct force measurement (see text). Trap on/off
positions are indicated. Tracked positions are
closer to each other in the trap because the LBP
slowed down. Upper inset (Incorrect) magnifies
motion and stalls of an LBP that was rejected. The
optical trap is centered 30 nm away from the
microtubule. The excursions of the LBP from trap
occur in arbitrary directions (not necessarily along
microtubule; compare with ‘‘Correct’’).
See also Figures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S7 and
Movies S1 and S2.to exclude unknown cellular factors and therefore interpret our
results directly in terms of molecular properties of dynein. We
provide multiple independent lines of experimental evidence to
show that this improvement in collective function arises because
dyneins within a load-carrying team take steps of different sizes
in response to low/intermediate load. Dyneins in such a team
bunch close together to share load better, and therefore work
better as a team. Further, against large opposing load, dyneins
‘‘catch bond’’ to the microtubule to sustain increasingly higher
forces as the size of a dynein team grows. These results may
elucidate how single-molecule properties of motors translate
into their diverse cellular functions.
RESULTS
Intracellular Transport of Latex Bead Phagosomes
in Macrophage Cells
To assay motor-driven transport inside cells, we phagocytosed
latex beads of uniform size (730 nm diameter) into J774.2 mouse
macrophage cells (Figure 1A; Experimental Procedures). Phago-
cytosed beads acquire a bilayer membrane and undergo
biogenesis to mature into latex bead phagosomes (LBPs).
Motors assemble in situ on this membrane to drive transport of
the LBP similar to lysosomes/phagosomes (Al-Haddad et al.,
2001; Blocker et al., 1997; Desjardins et al., 1994; Toyohara
and Inaba, 1989). LBPs are therefore not just beads because
they undergo biogenesis inside the cell and have been used
extensively to understand the maturation, ultrastructural proper-
ties, and proteome of phagosomes (Desjardins and Griffiths,2003; Garin et al., 2001). Beads were phagocytosed into cells
for 20 min (pulse), followed by a 1 hr chase. After the chase,
LBPs in cells did not label for the early endosome marker
EEA1 (Duclos et al., 2000) but labeled uniformly and intensely
for Rab7, a late endosome/phagosome marker (Harrison et al.,
2003) and LAMP-2, a lysosomal marker (Figure S1A available on-
line). This was also verified by western blotting against EEA1 and
Rab7 on purified LBPs (Figure S1B). Thus, a 1 hr chase makes it
likely that most phagocytosed beads have matured into late
phagosomes/phagolysosomes. Unless otherwise stated, all
assays reported here are on such ‘‘mature’’ LBPs.
Refractile LBPs could be differentiated easily from other
cellular organelles under differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscopy (Figure 1A; Movie S1), allowing live cell imaging at
video rates (30 frames/s) over long periods (typically 20 min/
sample). Individual J774.2 cells extended 50 mm along the
longer dimension, making them excellent for live high-resolution
imaging (Figure 1A). Fluorescence staining ofmicrotubules (MTs)
(Figures S2A and S2B) revealed a distinct and unique MT-orga-
nizing center (MTOC) near the nucleus of most cells. MTs
extended linearly across the elongated regions of the cell with
the MT plus ends at cell periphery (see ‘‘+’’ mark in Figures 1A,
S2A, and S2B). This was further confirmed by live imaging of
cells transfected with EB1-GFP (a MT plus-end tracking protein;
Movie S2). This permitted unambiguous identification of the
direction of motor-driven motion (plus or minus) inside cells. De-
polymerizing actin had no effect, whereas depolymerizing MTs
completely abrogated LBP motion (Figure S2C). We therefore
believe that LBP motion after a 1 hr chase is largely MTCell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 173
dependent. LBPs moved smoothly and vigorously over long
linear paths with a strong bias in minus direction (Figure S3B)
and rare reversals in direction (Movie S1). We observed high
LBP velocities (1.56 ± 0.07 mm/s in plus and 1.74 ± 0.06 mm/s
in minus; mean ±SEM), as reported earlier (Al-Haddad et al.,
2001; Blocker et al., 1997). LBP velocities were unchanged
upon depolymerizing actin (Figure S2D). A biophysical charac-
terization of LBP motion is presented in Figure S3.
We next investigated the identity of motors driving LBP
motion. Kinesin-1 and dynein are detected on LBPs by electron
microscopy, and LBP motility is reduced by specific inhibitors of
kinesin-1/cytoplasmic dynein and immune depletion of these
motors (Blocker et al., 1997). Kinesin-1 is also detected on
LBPs by mass spectrometry (Trost et al., 2009). We detected ki-
nesin-1 and cytoplasmic dynein by western blotting on multiple
preparations of purified LBPs (Figure S1B). Inhibition of dynein
and kinesin-1 by loading specific peptide inhibitors inside cells,
respectively, blocked minus and plus motion of LBPs (Figures
S4A and S4B). We were unable to detect kinesin-2 and
kinesin-3 on LBPs even after concentrating LBPs several-fold
(Figure S1B; see also Supplemental Information). LBP motion
therefore appears largely driven by cytoplasmic dynein and kine-
sin-1, though othermotorsmay have aminor role. This possibility
could not be ruled out in earlier intracellular force measurements
(Shubeita et al., 2008; Sims and Xie, 2009; Welte et al., 1998).
LBPs Are Driven by Motors of a Single Directionality
along a Single Microtubule at Any Instant
If motors on an LBP attach to multiple randomly oriented MTs,
we expect frequent pauses and changes in the direction of
motion. In contrast, LBPs moved in a rapid, uninterrupted, and
linear manner over long distances between pauses (Figures 1B
and 1C; Movie S1). A ‘‘pause’’ was operationally defined as
a period where LBP velocity was <350 nm/s for >0.25 s. Periods
of uninterrupted motion between pauses will be referred to as
‘‘runs.’’ The average run length for LBPs for plus motion was
4.2 ± 0.4 mm (mean ±SEM; n = 45 runs) and for minus motion
was 7.0 ± 0.5 mm (n = 60 runs). Most LBP runs were linear over
many micrometers (Figure 1C; Movie S1), and therefore
extremely likely to be driven by motors attached to a single
MT. This is further confirmed by analysis of the motion of LBPs
perpendicular to MTs (Figure S5).
Simultaneous engagement of opposite-polarity motors on an
endosome leads to ‘‘tug-of-war’’ states of low (<400 nm/s)
velocity (Soppina et al., 2009b). Parsing LBP runs into
constant-velocity segments (Petrov et al., 2007) revealed
a velocity histogram with negligible counts below 500 nm/s (Fig-
ure S3A). This suggests that the smooth, fast LBP runs are driven
by motors of a single species at any instant (only dynein or only
kinesin). In support of this, LBPs rarely exhibited rapid reversals,
and almost always paused for several seconds before a reversal.
We have earlier studied tug-of-war-mediated bidirectional trans-
port of a mix of early/intermediate/late endosomes (Soppina
et al., 2009b). In contrast, the late ‘‘mature’’ LBPs are strongly
biased to move rapidly in minus direction, and rarely exhibit
reversals. This likely facilitates rapid delivery of pathogen-con-
taining phagosomes to lysosomes for degradation. The minus-
directed bias appears to be established through several-fold174 Cell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.higher abundance of dynein on LBPs (see below). This makes
LBPs a good model system to probe how multiple dyneins
function collectively.
Uniformly Sized LBPs: A Unique Model System
for Quantitative Optical Trapping inside Cells
An optical trap works like a linear spring of stiffness KTRAP to
exert restoring force (FTRAP = – KTRAP $ X) on an object (e.g.,
motor-driven cargo) that is pulled out to a distance X from trap
center (Rice et al., 2003). Motors exert force (FMOTOR) and stall
at X = XSTALL under counterbalanced ‘‘load’’ from the trap. To
determine FMOTOR, KTRAP must be known and X must be
measured during the trapping. KTRAP depends on the size and
refractive index of a trapped object. For in vitro calibration of
an optical trap using thermal fluctuations, KTRAP of a few
motor-coated beads is measured and assumed the same for
all beads which are of the same size (Rice et al., 2003; Svoboda
and Block, 1994). However, unlike beads, cellular cargos vary
significantly in size, e.g., trapped lipid droplets range from 0.3
to 1 mm (Shubeita et al., 2008). Since KTRAP varies with size for
objects of micrometer/submicrometer size (Capitanio et al.,
2002; Viana et al., 2007), each cargo presents a different KTRAP.
Complicated and indirect calibration procedures with associ-
ated errors are required to correct for this size variation (Leidel
et al., 2012; Shubeita et al., 2008; Welte et al., 1998). The use
of uniformly sized spherical LBPs as intracellular cargoes
circumvents the size issue, greatly simplifying optical trap cali-
bration inside cells. These issues are discussed further in the
Supplemental Information.
Centering anOptical Trap onMovingCargos inside Cells
For in vitro optical trapping, a freely diffusing cargo is first trap-
ped in buffer. This automatically brings the cargo to the center
of the trap, after which it is gently placed onMTs to observe stalls
(Rice et al., 2003). It is muchmore difficult to centermotile cargos
for force measurement inside cells because now the cargo is not
free, but already attached to andmoving along aMT (Leidel et al.,
2012; Shubeita et al., 2008; Welte et al., 1998). This moving
cargo must be brought precisely to the trap’s center in the plane
of observation (X-Y plane). The cargo and trap should be
coincident, and both should lie at a point on the MT. Centering
the trap precisely on the cargo is critical. If this is not done,
the LBP never comes to the bottom of the trap’s harmonic poten-
tial and the assumption of the trap as a linear spring is not
valid. In a typical experiment, the sample chamber (containing
a cell with a motor-driven cargo) must be displaced rapidly
over5 mm to center the moving cargo on a trap with a precision
of 10 nm. The required precision in positioning is therefore
0.2% of the distance moved. We realized that it is impossible
to achieve this precision for each and every stall-force measure-
ment, even with a fast high-resolution piezo stage. We therefore
developed the following method to identify stalls that were
correctly centered. First, we identified an LBP that has moved
over long distance (at least 2 mm) along a linear trajectory.
We then moved the LBP to the known trap position using a
piezo stage (see Experimental Procedures). We recorded stalls
simultaneously in quadrant photo detector (QPD) and video for
20 s (typically two to three stalls). Next, we switched off the
Figure 2. Force Measurement of Kinesin on
Plus-Moving LBPs in Cells and Beads
In Vitro
(A) Representative stalls for one and two kinesin-
driven LBPs in cells. Tenacity of kinesins against
load (measured as TSTALL) is unchanged. Black
arrow points to a shoulder in the two kinesin stall,
presumably corresponding to single-kinesin force.
(B) Histogram of kinesin stall force (from 51 LBPs)
in cells with fit (black line) to sum of two Gaussians.
Peaks represent force from one (5.8 ± 1.0 pN)
and two kinesins (10.5 ± 0.8 pN) inside cells
(mean ±SD).
(C) Stalls for kinesin-1-coated beads in vitro.
TSTALL is almost same for one, two, and three ki-
nesins. Note similar quality of data inside cells and
in vitro.
(D) Histogram of stall force on kinesin-1-coated
beads (42 beads) in vitro. Peaks in Gaussian fit
represent force from one (5.7 ± 1.0 pN) and two
(10.6 ± 1.3 pN) kinesins (mean ±SD). Mean value
and width of stall-force histograms match closely
inside cells and in vitro, establishing the precision
of measurements.
See also Figures S5, S6, and S7 and Movie S3.trap to let the motor-driven LBP continue long (>2 mm)
motor-driven motion along the MT. We recorded movies of all
the above steps for many LBPs. We then video-tracked LBPs
to obtain trajectories of motion before, during, and after stalls.
Finally, we analyzed X-Y trajectories to identify precisely
centered stalls (see below) and estimate forces only from these
centered stalls. Movie S3 demonstrates a typical stall-force
measurement on an LBP.
The X-Y trajectory of a trapped LBP was observed carefully,
and only those stalls were selected where the prestall, stall,
and poststall direction were aligned within 5 degrees of each
other (Figure 1C; lower inset; ‘‘correct’’). This alignment was
reliable only when both the prestall and poststall motion was
linear and each was at least 2 mm long. If the trap is not centered
on the LBP and the MT, it exerts a lateral force on LBPs that
attempt to move along the MT. Such LBPs deviate from the orig-
inal MT direction as they stall and can therefore be clearly iden-
tified (Figure 1C; upper inset; ‘‘incorrect’’). Stalls were recorded
for 20 s both as a video movie (30 fps; for subsequent video
tracking of the LBP stalls) and in a quadrant photodetector. We
recorded 712 stalls from a total of 250 LBPs inside 160 cells.
Out of this, 314 (44%) stalls satisfied the aforesaid criterion of
trap centering and were analyzed further. Thus, more than half
of the stalls were not centered according to our analysis. This
underlines the importance of a stringent analysis of trap
centering. Caveats with optical trapping in cells are further elab-
orated in the Supplemental Information.
Force and Numbers of Active Kinesin-1 on Single
Phagosomes inside Cells
We next measured stall forces for kinesin-driven LBPs moving
toward the cell periphery (i.e., MT plus end). Representative
stall-force records from a QPD are shown in Figure 2A.
LBP excursions against the trap with a plateau of velocity<20 nm/s for >0.3 s were counted as stalls (Mallik et al., 2004,
2005). The histogram of stall forces in cells (Figure 2B) could
be fitted to a sum of two unconstrained Gaussians. Peaks
were observed at 5.8 ± 1.0 pN (mean ±SD) and 10.5 ± 0.8 pN
(Figure 2B). This suggests that kinesin-1 exerts 5.8 pN force
inside cells. This is supported by frequent observation of shoul-
ders in two-kinesin stalls at the single-kinesin force (5.8 pN;
arrow in Figure 2A). The plus-directed LBPs showed an average
run length of 4.2 ± 0.4 mm, which is longer than the run length
of single kinesin-1 (1.5 mm). Thus, most LBPs are likely driven
by more than a single kinesin-1. However, note that the 2-kine-
sin peak in stall force is very weak (10% of total area), sug-
gesting that the kinesins are unable to generate force together
(see below).
Stalls for purified kinesin-1 in an in vitro assay on the same
instrument are shown in Figure 2C. The in vitro stall forces are
peaked at 5.7 ± 1.0 pN and 10.6 ± 1.3 pN (Figure 2D). The
mean and width of single-kinesin force distribution inside cells
is in excellent agreement with in vitro results (compare Figures
2B and 2D). This shows that our resolution for force measure-
ment inside cells is comparable to single-molecule bead assays.
Our results on intracellular force of kinesin-1 are in agreement
with substantial in vitro data (Rice et al., 2003; Svoboda and
Block, 1994; Vershinin et al., 2007; Visscher et al., 1999). The
unique advantages of our experimental system and stringent
analysis of trap centering may have permitted us to overcome
certain difficulties inherent in quantitative intracellular optical
trapping.
To rule out possible uncertainties in force measurements from
the elasticity of actin and from transient attachments of actin-
based motors, we repeated stall-force measurements after de-
polymerizing actin by cytochalasin treatment (40 mM, 20 min).
The stall force for kinesin-1 under these conditions was 5.5 ±
0.7 pN (18 stalls from 12 LBPs; data not shown), in agreementCell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 175
Figure 3. Force and Tenacity of Dynein Teams on Beads In Vitro and
on LBPs inside Cells
(A) Representative stalls for dynein-driven beads in vitro for varying dynein
concentration. Tenacity of dyneins against load (measured as TSTALL; double-
headed arrows) increases with stall force. The displacement for each stall is
between 80 and 120 nm, depending on the trap stiffness.
(B) Stalls for dynein-driven LBPs in cells. Noise in experimental data is shown
by the gray band at zero force andwas obtained by recording fluctuations of an
LBP trapped inside a cell with MTs depolymerized by nocadozole treatment.
Tenacity of dyneins against load is measured as TSTALL (see text). Putative
dynein number is also indicated, assuming 1 pN force/dynein. Note how
TSTALL increases with dynein number. Black arrows indicate steps at 2 pN
intervals that are presumably attachments of dynein pairs to MT (see text).
(C) Histogram of stall force from in vitro dynein experiments over a range of
dynein concentration. A periodicity of 1 pN (likely unit-dynein force) is
demonstrated by a fit to sum of three Gaussian peaks. The peak values are
1.1 ± 0.3, 2.0 ± 0.4, 3.1 ± 0.4 pN (mean ±SD).
(D) Histogram of stall force on dynein-driven LBPs inside cells (80 LBPs used).
The force from dyneins is usually 6–10 pN in cells. Thick black line is fit to sum
of five unconstrained Gaussians. Arrows point to peaks at 2 pN intervals,
possibly due to pairing of dyneins on LBP (see text). Peak positions (mean
±SD) are 4.3 ± 0.5, 6.0 ± 0.4, 7.7 ± 0.5, 9.7 ± 0.7, and 12.1 ± 0.7 pN. The
counts are lower at <4 pN because such LBPs moved over short distance
before/after stalls and could not be aligned reliably (see main text).
See also Figures S5, S6, and S7 and Movie S3.with the value inside untreated cells. We emphasize that the
cargo is at zero velocity (stalled) when force is being measured
in an optical trap. Therefore, viscosity of cytosol does not affect
the measured stall force.176 Cell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.Force Measurement on Cytoplasmic Dynein In Vitro
To understand under controlled conditions how dyneins
generate force, motility of dynein purified from Dictyostelium or
goat brains on beads was assayed at varying concentrations
(Supplemental Information). Stall-force records and motion for
goat dynein are presented in Figure S6. Data presented in the
main manuscript are for Dictyostelium dynein. Dictyostelium
dynein at the single-molecule limit exerted 1.1 ± 0.2 pN force
(mean ±SD; n = 47; Figure 3A), in agreement with reports for
mammalian dynein by several groups (Mallik et al., 2004, 2005;
McKenney et al., 2010; Schroeder et al., 2010; Vershinin et al.,
2008). A histogram of in vitro stall forces obtained over varying
dynein concentrations (Figure 3C) showed clear Gaussian peaks
with a multiplicity of 1 pN. This implies that the force from
a single dynein is 1 pN and that motor forces are additive, as
reported earlier (Mallik et al., 2005; Soppina et al., 2009b). Simi-
larly, dynein purified from goat brain exerted1.2 pN force in the
single-molecule limit and 4 pN force when four to five dyneins
drive motion (Figure S6). Thus, our data show that mammalian
and Dictyostelium dynein generate low (1 pN) force in contrast
to some reports of high (7 pN) force for mammalian dynein
(Toba et al., 2006; Walter et al., 2012). We provide additional
support for dynein as a low-force motor in Figure S7.
Force and Numbers of Active Cytoplasmic Dynein
on Single LBPs inside Cells
We next extended force measurements on dynein teams inside
cells. Figure 3B shows representative stalls of minus-moving
LBPs inside cells. The noise in measurements is represented
by gray data points at zero load and was obtained by recording
fluctuations of a trapped LBP in a cell with MTs depolymerized
by nocadozole treatment. Note how the force increases monot-
onously with dynein number across in vitro and in vivo experi-
ments (Figures 3A and 3B). A histogram of stall force (Figure 3D)
shows that most minus-moving LBPs stall between 6 and 10 pN
force. Many LBP stalls at lower force (<3 pN) were not counted
because these LBPs typically moved over short distances
(<2 mm). We could not ensure that the prestall, stall, and poststall
motion were precisely aligned, and therefore rejected such
stalls. We observed a distinct periodicity of 2 pN in the stall-
force histogram (Figure 3D), as confirmed by a fit to sum of five
unconstrained Gaussian peaks and occasional steps of 2 pN
(arrows; Figure 3B) in stalls for minus-directed LBPs. Assuming
an additive force of 1 pN from each dynein (Figure 3C), most
LBPs are putatively driven by six to ten dyneins.
Why do these peaks appear at twice the single-dynein force
observed in vitro (z1 pN; see Figure 3C)? Dynein is recruited
to phagosomes/late endosomes by Rab7 and its effector RILP.
It appears that two molecules of RILP bind two Rab7-GTP mole-
cules to form a tetrameric complex on the surface of phago-
somes/late endosomes (Johansson et al., 2007; Wu et al.,
2005). The N terminus of RILP interacts with dynactin to recruit
the dynein-dynactin complex to cargo. We detected abundant
Rab7 on purified LBPs by fluorescent staining and western blot-
ting (Figure S1). It is therefore possible that dynein is recruited in
pairs (each pair generating 2 pN force) to LBPs via the Rab7-
RILP complex. The potential pairing of dyneins and its biological
significance will be a subject of future investigation.
Figure 4. Collective Function and Force-Velocity Curves for Dynein
and Kinesin-1
(A) Tenacity of motor teams (measured as TSTALL) as a function of stall force.
The stall force is representative of active motor number. In vitro and intra-
cellular data are shown together. Tenacity increases linearly with putative
dynein number (1 dynein z1 pN). In contrast, there is no improvement in
tenacity on increasing kinesin number (1 kinesin z5.8 pN). Lines are shown
through each set of data points. Error bars are SEMs. The number of stalls
used for each point varies and can be estimated from counts in stall-force
histograms.
(B) Force-velocity curves of dynein and kinesin-1. Stalls were recorded for
single kinesin or dynein-driven beads at 1 mM ATP in an in vitro assay. Stalls
(13 for eachmotor) were fitted by a third-order polynomial to determine the F-V
curves. An average F-V curve was then determined. Error bars are SD.Abundance of Dynein over Kinesin on LBPs
The shorter runs (Figure 1B) and lower forces in plus direction
indicate that most LBPs are driven by a few kinesins. In contrast,
the long minus-directed LBP runs (Figure 1C) appear driven by
a large number of dyneins (between six and ten dyneins from Fig-
ure 3D, assuming 1 pN/dynein). Therefore, the ratio of active
dynein:kinesin estimated on LBPs from stall forces appears large
(DACTIVE/KACTIVE z8). Is the higher number of active dyneins
(as inferred from stall force) established simply by recruiting
more dynein to an LBP? To investigate, we purified LBPs from
cells and subjected them to quantitative immunoblotting. The
LBP membrane was likely intact because purified LBPs stained
intensely for phagolysosome markers such as LAMP2 and
Rab7. Thus, no major loss of motors is expected during the
LBP purification. The ratio of total dynein:kinesin on LBPs was
DTOTAL/KTOTAL = 19 ± 3 (mean ±SD; three experiments;
see Figure S4C and Supplemental Information). Thus, itappears that dynein is specifically enriched on the LBP
membranes and is much more abundant than kinesin-1. This is
not inconsistent with the conclusions from stall-force measure-
ments that DACTIVE > KACTIVE. Our results indicate that (DTOTAL/
KTOTAL) > (DACTIVE/KACTIVE). This is reasonable, because only
a limited number of dyneins on the spherical LBP can likely
contact the MT simultaneously to generate force.
Dyneins Work Collectively to Generate Large Forces
inside Cells, but Kinesins Cannot
Different cellular processes likely require motors to exert forces
of varying magnitude and duration (Dufreˆne et al., 2011; Dujardin
and Vallee, 2002). The wide range of forces observed for dynein-
driven motion on LBPs (Figure 3D) prompted us to investigate
the duration over which a dynein team sustains force. For puri-
fied single dynein in vitro, stalls were short lived. However, the
duration of stalls showed a clear increase with putative dynein
number (Figure 3A; dynein number is estimated from the stall
force assuming 1 pN/dynein). Inside cells, this improvement
was dramatic and in our experiments continued up to approxi-
mately ten dyneins (compare single-dynein stall in Figure 3A
with putative ten dynein stall in Figure 3B). To quantify the
improvement in collective function of motors, we estimated the
tenacity of a motor team against load by measuring the time it
spends above half-maximal force (TSTALL; see Figures 2A, 2C,
3A, and 3B). We have earlier used TSTALL to quantify tenacity of
motor teams on endosomes (Soppina et al., 2009b). Figure 4A
plots the variation of TSTALL with stall force (i.e., motor number)
for motor-coated beads and LBPs in cells. For dynein-driven
cargoes, TSTALL increases in linear manner more than 10-fold
with no sign of saturation. Thus, the strength and tenacity of an
N-dynein team varies precisely as N. The in vitro data follow
exactly the same linear trend and match the measurements
inside cells. This observation may have significant biological
implications (see Discussion).
Other molecules such as LIS1 may improve dynein’s force
generation (McKenney et al., 2010). However, the improvement
seen here is intrinsic to dynein because it is reproduced in vitro
with purified dynein in the absence of LIS1 or any other regula-
tory factor (Figures 4A and S7A). Any unexpected role of micro-
tubule-associated proteins (MAPs) in our observations is ruled
out by the increase in TSTALL even in MAP-free in vitro experi-
ments (Figures 3A and 4A). In striking contrast to dynein, TSTALL
of kinesin was unchanged (Figure 4A, horizontal fit lines). Multiple
kinesins were unable to sustain force for more than1 s on LBPs
(Figure 2A) and in vitro (Figure 2C). Thus, two or more kinesins
did not confer significant advantage over one. We stress that
this is a specific failure of kinesin against opposing load—
multiple kinesins will work very well together to transport cargo
when moving freely (Figure 1B).
Mechanism of Dynein’s Improved Collective Function:
Concave-up F-V Curve
Why is dynein’s collective function against opposing load much
better than kinesin? Since the differences are recapitulated
in vitro with purified dynein and kinesin (Figure 4A), the role of
nonmotor cellular factors is ruled out, and any explanation
must be based on differences in single-molecule functionCell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 177
between thesemotors. A fundamental description of motor func-
tion against load is obtained from a motor’s force velocity (F-V)
curve, which plots the dependence of velocity on applied load.
The relevance of F-V curves to multiple-motor force generation
has been investigated (Driver et al., 2011; Jamison et al.,
2010). Motors with a convex-up F-V (e.g., kinesin) appear unable
to generate force in cooperative manner. In contrast, computer
simulations predict that motors with a concave-up F-V curve
are better suited to work collectively because they share load
more equitably (see Discussion).
To investigate the mechanism of dynein’s improved collec-
tive function, we calculated F-V curves from stalls of beads
coated with dynein or kinesin-1 in the single-molecule limit.
The procedure for calculation of F-V curves was validated
using simulated stall-force curves (Supplemental Information).
The F-V curves (Figure 4B) showed a striking difference
between the responses of single dynein versus single kinesin-
1 to load. Kinesin-1 exhibited a convex-up curve, but dynein
showed a concave-up response. Therefore, dynein slows
down significantly at low loads, but kinesin-1 does not. The
concave-up F-V response of dynein agrees with measurement
on ciliary dynein (Hirakawa et al., 2000). An in silico investiga-
tion (Singh et al., 2005) predicts a concave-up F-V curve for
dynein because of load-induced reduction of step size (Mallik
et al., 2004). This reduction in step size leads to a sharper
drop in the velocity at low loads compared to that expected
just from load (keeping step size constant; like kinesin-1). It is
assumed that dynein continues to hydrolyse 1 ATP/step. Vari-
able step size for dynein has been reported by multiple groups
(Mallik et al., 2004; Nan et al., 2008; Reck-Peterson et al., 2006;
Sims and Xie, 2009). However, Toba et al. (2006), who purify
dynein by a different method, observe only constant steps of
8 nm for dynein irrespective of load. In striking contrast to
our result in Figure 4B, the F-V curve for dynein prepared by
Toba et al. (2006) is convex up (kinesin-like). This provided
us a first indication that the concave-up F-V seen by us for
dynein originates from a load-induced shortening of dynein’s
step size.
Load-Dependent Step Size of Dynein and Kinesin
on LBPs inside Cells
The potential role of load-dependent stepping in dynein’s
distinct F-V characteristics (and, in turn, its improved collective
function) prompted us to investigate the step sizes of motors
on LBPs. Figure 5A shows a representative minus-directed stall
of an LBP inside a cell, followed by a pause, after which the same
LBP reversed on the MT and stalled in the plus direction. The
minus motion is punctuated by initial steps 24 nm shortening
to smaller steps (16 and 8 nm). In contrast, the plus motion
shows successive fixed steps of 8 nm (only one 8 nm step
marked M is missed). We observed numerous stalls with this
clear distinction between the load-dependent stepping of dynein
and kinesin. To further confirm this difference, we analyzed stalls
in blind manner (without prior knowledge of stall direction). The
step size and corresponding load was noted, following which
the stall was associated with its direction (plus/minus). Figure 5A
(inset) plots the step size as a function of normalized load for plus
and minus directed stalls. Note the significant load-induced178 Cell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.reduction for dynein step size (thick black line), but not for kine-
sin. Some 16 nm steps for kinesin presumably result frommissed
8 nm steps (see below).
Load-Dependent StepSize ofDynein andKinesin In Vitro
We next analyzed steps in controlled in vitro assays using dynein
and kinesin-1-coated beads at the multiple-motor limit. The
experiment was done at low (50 mM) ATP to slow down the
motors (Mallik et al., 2004; Svoboda et al., 1993). The optical
trap was not used (zero load) to prevent potential load-induced
shortening of dynein’s steps, so that multiple successive steps
under a fixed (zero) load could be visualized. Figure 5B shows
a representative video track of a dynein-coated bead at low
ATP (velocity 60 nm/s). Note nine successive large steps
(mean size24 nm; step sizes indicated). The upper inset of Fig-
ure 5B shows a pairwise distance analysis (Svoboda et al., 1993)
of a part of the bead’s motion. The clear peaks in pairwise
distance support a 24 nm mean step size of dynein under no
load. In contrast to dynein, kinesin-1-coated beads predomi-
nantly exhibited steps of 8 nm at low ATP and no load (lower
inset, Figure 5B). Note that 8 nm steps were detected for kine-
sin-1 even when velocity of kinesin-coated bead (100 nm/s)
was larger than the dynein-coated bead (60 nm/s).
We next asked whether load induces shortening of step size
for dynein in vitro. Figure 5C shows a multiple-dynein-driven
bead moving against an optical trap at 1 mM ATP. Step-like
features are apparent in the QPD record, with large steps
(mean size 24 nm) dominating at low load and shortening
to 16 and 8 nm steps as the load increases. Inset of Figure 5C
shows a multiple-dynein-driven bead at high load, where only
8 nm steps are seen. Taken together, our data show that
dynein reduces step size in load-dependent manner, whereas
no such reduction is observed for kinesin. The step-size reduc-
tion appears to result in a concave-up F-V curve for dynein.
This may improve a dynein team’s survival against low/inter-
mediate load, where kinesin teams detach prematurely
because of unequal load sharing (Driver et al., 2011; Jamison
et al., 2010).
Superstall Measurements on Dynein Teams
Dynein’s MT-binding domain has an unusual angle-dependent
affinity to MTs (Carter et al., 2011; Gennerich et al., 2007). As
a consequence, superstall load (load > stall force) leads to a
decrease in dynein’s detachment rate because dynein enters
a ‘‘catch-bond’’ state (Kunwar et al., 2011; Leidel et al., 2012).
Therefore, if some dyneins detach at high load, the remaining
dyneins would come under superstall load and catch bond to
the MT. The number of catch bonds (and therefore tenacity)
should therefore increase for larger teams. To investigate
whether this happens, we subjected dynein-driven cargoes to
superstall load using a piezo stage (Gennerich et al., 2007; Kun-
war et al., 2011; Leidel et al., 2012). This experiment was done on
single-dynein-driven beads and multiple-dynein-driven latex
bead phagosomes isolated from Dictyostelium (see Supple-
mental Information). Figure 6A shows a representative superstall
experiment for amultiple-dynein phagosome. Figure 6Bplots the
time spent in superstall state before detachment (TSUPERSTALL)
as a function of the stall force (i.e., putative dynein number). A
Figure 5. Dynein Reduces Step Size under
Load
(A) Stepping of an LBP inside a cell against load
during dynein-driven (minus) and kinesin-driven
(plus) motion. This LBP paused before reversing
along the same MT (break in time axis). For
dynein-driven stall, a 24 nm step followed by 16
and 8 nm steps at higher load are seen. In
contrast, only 8 nm steps are seen for kinesin-
driven motion (one step is missed; M). Inset shows
the variation in step size as a function of load
(normalized to stall load) obtained from stalls of
dynein and kinesin-driven LBPs. Dynein step sizes
are clustered around 24, 16, and 8 nm with a clear
reduction in step size with load (black line).
However, kinesin largely takes steps of 8 nm ir-
respective of load.
(B) Video track of stepping of a multiple-dynein-
driven bead at50 mm ATP in the absence of load
(no trap). Velocity is 60 nm/s. Well-resolved
successive steps can be seen with a mean size of
24 nm. Upper inset shows a pairwise distance
analysis (see text) of part of the video track to
reveal the 24 nm periodicity. Lower inset shows
a multiple-kinesin-driven bead at 50 mm ATP
under no load. Velocity is 100 nm/s. Only steps
of 8 nm can be seen in video and QPD.
(C) Experiment as above with multiple-dynein-
driven beads under load from an optical trap at
1 mM ATP. Note the dominance of successive
large steps (24 nm; values indicated) at low
load, shortening to 16 and 8 nm steps at higher
load. Inset magnifies the motion for another
multiple-dynein-driven bead under load ap-
proaching stall. Steps of 8 nm can be seen
clearly.10-fold increase in stall force (i.e., dynein number) leads to a 10-
fold increase in TSUPERSTALL. This almost exactly matches the
improvement in TSTALL inside cells (Figure 4A) and suggests
that dynein’s catch bond plays a role in improving its collective
function against load (see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
How motors generate large forces inside cells is of far-reaching
biological significance. In this work, we report a linear improve-
ment in the magnitude and persistence of force as dynein
number increases (Figure 4A). Therefore, assembling a dynein
team of appropriate size may permit generation of forces
tuned to specific cellular requirements. This tuning would be
precise because the unit-dynein force (1 pN) and tenacity
(TSTALL 0.2 s) are small. This could be a possible reason why
dynein is chosen to execute a vast array of cellular functions
(Dujardin and Vallee, 2002; Mallik and Gross, 2004). While this
paper was in press, another report used LBPs for intracellularCell 152, 172–182force measurements and also concluded
that LBPs are driven by many weak
dyneins and a few strong kinesins (Hen-
dricks et al., 2012). Based on our results,
we now hypothesize how dynein may bemolecularly adapted to generate large forces when working as
a team.
Variable Step Size Improves Load Sharing in a Dynein
Team to Overcome Low/Intermediate Load
When multiple kinesins pull cargo against load, the leading
(loaded) kinesin does not slow down appreciably at low loads
because of its convex-up F-V (Figure 4B). As a result, the trail-
ing kinesins cannot catch up. The leading kinesin bears most
of the load, and detaches almost as it would when working
singly. Once this happens, the remaining kinesin(s) come
under super-stall load (load > stall force) and detach rapidly
because kinesin-1 detachment rate increases rapidly with
load (Kunwar et al., 2011). This effect dominates at lower
loads (<70% of stall load; where the leading kinesin is still
moving fast), and this is where kinesins tend to detach (Jami-
son et al., 2010). This agrees with the infrequent observation
of 2-kinesin stalls on LBPs (Figure 2B). Indeed, many kine-
sin-driven LBPs moved for 4 mm (suggesting they were, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 179
Figure 7. Model for Collective Force Generation by Dynein Teams
Cartoons of an LBP (730 nm dia; shown partially) attached to four dyneins
(black lines; 100 nm length) is shown as it moves under increasing load. LBP
and dynein are drawn to relative scale. Dyneins are assumed attached equi-
distant to each other at fixed points on the LBPmembrane. L0 (no load): LBP is
at trap center (vertical dashed line). Dyneins take large (32 and 24 nm) steps
(curved arrows on MT). The spread of dyneins along MT (double-headed
arrow) is large. The average angle (q) between dyneins and MT is large. L1 (low
load): Leading dyneins have just reduced step size to slow down, while the
lagging ones still take large steps. Bunching starts. L2 (intermediate load):
Dyneins are bunched close together due to differential stepping, and share
load equitably. L3 (high load): All dyneins have shortened step to 8 nm and are
straining against load (q small). Note how the dynein-MT-binding positions are
closer (length of double-headed arrow shortens from L0/ L3). Clean 8 nm
steps are now visible in the stall record. L4 (stalled): Two dyneins have
detached from MT, bringing the remaining two in superstall catch-bonded
state (q small; see text).
Figure 6. Tenacity of a Dynein Team under Superstall Load
(A) A piezo stage (shown as schematic) is moved to displace amultiple-dynein-
driven phagosome after it stalled at7 pN (curved arrow). Only a single dynein
is shown for the sake of clarity. This brings the phagosome under superstall
load (11 pN), whereupon it stays attached for 1 s ( = TSUPERSTALL) before
detachment (see upper schematic; note the lower value of q, which would lead
to a catch bond in superstalled state).
(B) The detachment time (TSUPERSTALL) of dyneins at superstall load (i.e., load >
stall force) is plotted against the stall force. Stall force is proportional to the
putative number of dyneins driving motion (stall force of 1 dynein z1 pN).
There is a 10-fold increase in TSUPERSTALL with stall force. Error bars are SDs.
Each data point is a mean of at least seven stalls.multiple kinesin driven), but never exhibited robust stalls >6
pN (force of single kinesin-1).
In contrast to kinesin-1, load-carrying leading dyneins may
slow down (see F-V curve in Figure 4B) by reducing step size.
Trailing dyneins (which see a lower load) take larger steps to
‘‘catch up’’ and now may share load with the leading one (see
model in Figure 7). These step-size changes are presumably
dynamic and result in the dyneins self-correcting their positions
to move as a loosely bunched group against load. Dyneins in
such a team could share load more equitably than kinesins
and therefore may exhibit improved collective function at low/
intermediate load. We emphasize that the lower load region
(L1-L2; Figure 7) where dyneins appear to survive by varying
step size is important. Multiple kinesins will rarely overcome
this region because of fixed step size (Driver et al., 2011; Jamison
et al., 2010). There is no a priori requirement for cooperative
interactions—each dynein senses low/high load by virtue of its
position in the team and therefore accelerates/retards. In
support of this, the plot between step size versus normalized
load for multiple dyneins scales down to a single straight line
(inset, Figure 5A) resembling the correlation for single dynein
(Mallik et al., 2004).
Catch Bonds Improve Tenacity of a Dynein Team
at High Load
Once low/intermediate loads (L1-L2 in Figure 7) have been
crossed by varying step size, all dyneins will take fixed 8 nm
steps at high load (L3-L4). Therefore, L3-L4 corresponds to a
kinesin-like situation. Why do the dyneins not detach in L3-L4,
as kinesins would? As mentioned earlier, dynein’s unique ability
to catch bond at small q (high load) may be the reason for this.
Such a situation is schematized in Figure 7 (see L4), where two
dyneins have detached and remaining two are catch bonded.
A larger number of catch bonds should incrementally improve180 Cell 152, 172–182, January 17, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.tenacity against load because every catch-bonded dynein
(even the last one) would survive 0.2 s against load (see Figure
6B). To confirm this, we artificially induced catch bonds by
bringing a dynein team under superstall load using a piezo stage
(Figure 6A). We observed a 10-fold improvement in tenacity
(TSUPERSTALL) as dynein number was increased to 10 (Fig-
ure 6B), in quantitative agreement with improvement in TSTALL
inside cells (Figure 4A). Recent theoretical investigations (Bhat
and Gopalakrishnan, 2012) suggest that the load-dependent
unbinding of dynein must saturate (as in a catch bond) at super-
stall load (load > stall force) to explain how dynein teams
compete in a tug-of-war against kinesin (Soppina et al., 2009b).
We believe that both differential stepping and catch bond are
necessary adaptations in dynein to overcome load. This is
because, at low/intermediate loads (L1-L2; large q), the catch
bond cannot be activated and differential stepping is required
to advance against load. Present technology does not permit
verification of differential stepping by direct imaging. Steps of
individual dyneins in a team on a cargo cannot be resolved opti-
cally, more so at physiological ATP where the motors are moving
at 1 mm/s velocity. However, continuing advances (DeWitt
et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2012) may in the future permit visualization
of spread in position along the MT of multiple dyneins carrying
a bead in vitro (length of arrows in Figure 7). We predict that
this spread will reduce under applied load due to the proposed
bunching of dyneins. As a control, an identical experiment with
kinesins should show less bunching compared to dyneins.
To summarize, we have measured with single-molecule preci-
sion the collective force generated bymotors on individual phag-
osomes inside cells. To do this, we developed LBPs as a model
system with unique advantages for quantitative optical trapping
inside cells. We showed on single LBPs inside cells that N-
dynein collective function improves precisely as N. Thus, appro-
priately sized dyneins teams can be assembled to generate
forces tailored to specific cellular requirements. This could be
a reason for the counterintuitive choice of a weak motor (dynein)
to generate large forces during transport of endosomes and
phagosomes, chromosome separation, nuclear migration, etc.
A unique molecular ability to overcome low/intermediate load
by varying step size and then catch bond tightly to MT at high
load appear to be the mechanistic basis for dynein’s remarkably
efficient collective function. Our results therefore trace collective
cellular function of motors down to the single-molecule nanome-
chanical properties of these motors.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For further details of instruments and procedures, please refer to Extended
Experimental Procedures. Motion of LBPs was observed in a custom-
designed microscope chamber at 37C ± 1C. Latex beads of uniform known
size (730 ± 23 nm diameter) were phagocytosed into J774.2 cells (ECACC)
plated on a custom-built 35 mm glass-bottom Petri dish. The chamber (1 cm
round, depth 1.5 mm) containing cells was sealed from top with a microscope
coverslip, placed on a piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente P-517.3CD) and
imaged under differential interference contrast (1003 oil objective and oil
condenser). Beads were titrated to get five to ten LBPs/cell. Motile LBPs
largely stayed in focus during experiments. The results reported hereafter
use carboxylated latex beads without any additional coating. We have
confirmed using avidin-coated beads that LBP motion and biophysical prop-
erties of motors are not specific to the surface properties of the bead. Motion
of LBPs inside cells was recorded at 30 frames/s with a Cohu 4910 camera,
digitized, and saved as AVI files. Each pixel measured 98 3 98 nm. Motion
was tracked offline with 5 nm precision (Carter et al., 2005; Soppina et al.,
2009a). Tracks were parsed into segments of constant velocity using Bayesian
optimization (Petrov et al., 2007).
For trapping inside cells, position of the (fixed) optical trap (XTRAP, YTRAP)
was determined beforehand by video-tracking an uningested bead trapped
outside the cell. Amotile LBPwas then identified inside a cell, and its live image
clicked to return the position of the LBP (XLBP, YLBP). A custom-developed
algorithm then translated a piezo stage by an appropriate vector to bring the
LBP to (XTRAP, YTRAP). Further analysis was essential to confirm that the
trap, LBP, andMTwere centered (seemain text). There was no optical damage
because trapped LBPs moved away rapidly after switching off the trap. All
intracellular force measurements were done on LBPs trapped within a depth
of 1 mm from the coverslip. There was negligible (<2%) variation in trap stiff-
ness within this depth. To calibrate the optical trap inside cells, refractive index
(RI) of cytosol was determined by microinjecting oils of varying RI into cells
(Soppina et al., 2009b). The oil droplet was almost invisible at the best RI
matching (=1.367), which was taken to be RI of cytosol. LBPs isolated from
cells were mixed in a sucrose solution of RI = 1.367 (representative of cytosol).
The power spectrum of these LBPs was Lorentzian (Rice et al., 2003) and
yielded KTRAP of 0.1 ± 0.01 pN/nm (mean ±SD; n = 30). This was used as the
trap stiffness inside cells. Further details of optical trapping inside cells and
in vitro motility assays are described in the Supplemental Information. Trap
stiffness for in vitro force measurements on dynein-coated beads was in therange of 0.01–0.05 pN/nm (depending on number of dyneins/bead). Similarly,
trap stiffness for kinesin-coated beads was in the range of 0.04–0.12 pN/nm.
Bead displacements within ± 150 nm were used for analysis.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven
figures, and three movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2012.11.044.
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